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ABSTRACT

Exact solution of the axisynnetric Von Karman

equations for a point Ioaded clannped circular plate has Eo

far defied alI attenpts. General expressions which are

fairly easy to use are necessary for practical analysis and

design applications but few of the existing aPproxinate

solutions give the conplete behaviour of the plate in an

easily used form. A new approxinate solution to this

problen is herein developed beginning with an assumed nodel

for transverse displacement possessing only one arbitrary

constant which allows the plate ehape to change. The value

of this shape paraneter is deternined by nininizíng, a

residual forned fro¡n the Von Karnan equations and the load

reguired to produce a given center deflection is obtained

using the principle of virtual work. The new solution

con6ists of very general equations which are relatively

easy to use and the present results compare very çsell with

those of existing solutions.
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WOMEMCLATTIAE

dinensionless center deflection = wo/h

plate radiue

parameter in transverse displace¡nent model

Cr, Cz arbitrary constants

C( r, J I bino¡nial coefficients

cr d two points a distance dr apart on the sane radial line
of the niddle eurface of the plate

cd original distance between points c and d (before
deformat ion )

¿{ distance between points c and d after loading

D flexural stiffness of plate = Eh3
12(1-p2 )

E Young's Modulus

e strain

eb strain due to bending

sE strain due to nembrane effects

; dinensionless etrain = ea2
h2

functionat def ined ,, 
f 

trxldR

Fr total force in the radial direction

Fz total force in th9 axial direction

fr parameter in expressions for nenbrane stress,
strain, and dieplacement = b(2b-l-,u)

b-t

fz paraneter in expressions for senbrane etress,
strain and displacenent = 8b(b+1-p)

b+2

F

vÌl



fs parameter in expressions for nenbrane stress,
straini and dieplaceuent = bz (3-u)

2

h plate thickness

Iu "energy terns" due to bending

f¡n "energ;y terms" due to menbrane effects

K paraneter in expressions for membrane stress,
strain, and displacenent = -6 ( l-u2 I A2

(b-z)z

dunny variable

kr, kz arbitrary constants

In natural logarithn

log logarithn base 10

Mr rMt bending stress resultants

arbitrary constant

l{r ¡ Nr nornal etress reaultants

n arbitrary constant

P central point load

F dine¡sionless toad = Paz
Dh

P" expression for load derived by Schnidt

p"" expression for load derived by Chien and Yeh

P" expression for load derived by Volnir
generic point in the plate

8r hear etress resultant
q general loading function

qo uniforn load

nornalized radial distance from center of the
plate = r/a

inflection point of plate profile

D

n

Rc

vl11



n

r

s

radial body force per unit volune

radial coordinat e of polar or cylindrical
coordinate systen

e t ress

s

Sb, Sb bending stress

SE, Sn nenbrane stress

Ur

tlb r

dinensionless stress = Sa2h
D

as subscript, denotes tangential conponent in 0
direct ion

dinensionless radial displacenent due to nenbrane
effects = ua

h2

radial displacement

radial displacenent due to bending

Iu

lrEr¡u radial displacenent due to nenbrane effects
V strain energy

V dinensionless strain energy = Va2
Dh2

dinensionless strain energy due to bending only

Vt dinensionless strain energy due to nenbrane
effects only

It plate volune

W nornal|zed transverse displacenent = w/h

w tranaverse displacement

hto transverse displacenent at center of the plate

X a residual of the Von Karnan equation expressing
axial equilibriun

lx



firet derivative of the dimensionless radial
nembrane stress çsith respect to nornal ízed
position R = dS"r

dR

nornalized axial distance fron the øiddle eurface
= z/h

axial body force per unit volune

axial coordinate of cylindrical coordinate eystern

angle between the tangent to the niddle surface
and the original r axis

Qr rotation of normal to niddle surface of plate (in
r-z plane)

z

z

z

ccr

€

e

P

TT

ô

a snall positive quantity

tangent ial ( angular) coordinate of polar or
cylindrical coordinate eysten

Poisson's ratio
Pi, approxinately 3. 1416

stress function

>- Sunnation

v Vector operator del

v2 Laplacian operator = v.v

v4 biharponic operator = s2sz

co infinity

" dot product

= approxinately equal to

I I absolute value



CEAPTBR 1

THTRODUClION

tr"1 PEOTOGUE

One of the objectives in the field of solid nechanics

ie to obtain eolutions which deecribe the behaviour of

bodies of various geonetries and naterial properties under

different conditions of load and support. However, there is

not, as yet, an exact solution for the large deflection of

a thin clanped circular plate subjected to a concentrated

or point load at ite center. Although approximate solutions

already exist for this problen, there is not a sufficiently

general result ç¡hich is easy to use and giives all desired

quantities. Thus, there is a need for further exanination

of this case and a new approach Eay reveal as yet

unidentified aspects of the plate'e response, thereby

leading to a better understanding of the problen as a

whoIe.

I"2 PROBLBM SÎATEMBNT

Consider a thin circular plate of radius a and uniform

thickness h eubjected to a central point load P as shown in

Figure t. l. The origin of the Lagrangian (undeforrned)

cylindrical coordinate systen is at the center of the

plate's middle surface and the plate's ¡¡aterial properties



Figure l.t Point Loaded Circular Plate

are assuned to be described by Young's podulus E and

Poisson's ratio F. Considerations of dinensional sinilitude
show that the problen nay be specified by three independent

dinensionless groups tl] and the parameters comnonly used

in existing analyses of circular plates l2l are a/h, p¡ and

Pa2lDh where D is the flexural stiffness of the plate given

by D = Eh3/12(I-pt). Also, since the load is symnetric with

respect to the z axis and the defornation is assumed to be

as well, the problen is said to be axisynnetric. AII

quantities are independent of tangential coordinate e and

the plate's behaviour is governed by a coupled set of

ordinary rather than partial differential equations.

the axisynnetric Von Karnan equations describe the

behaviour of thin circular plates undergoing large lateral

deflection but small rotation. å derivation of these

coupled, fourth order, nonlinear equations can be found in



Brodl,and tf l. They are:

vdtp = [s + I
r

+I
r

I
D

d2ö dw
d,rz dr

gþ dz wl
dr drz

(1.1)

(L .2)v4ô = -Bh dzw dw
r drz dr

where lateral displacement w and stress potential ô are

unknown functions of radial- position r, and q(r) is the

applied loading distribution. .å different but equivalent

forn of these equations will be derived in chapter 3 and

used for the present approach.

In chapter 4 a new approxinate solution witl be

developed for the case of a clanped boundary. This large

deflect ion analys is differs fron the so-caI led I inear

theory in that the plate changes shape and the difference

between the undeforned Lagrangian and deforned Eulerian

coordinate systens nust be considered. That is, there is an

inherent gieonetric nonlinearity which nanifests itself in a

nonlinear strain-displacement relation. Menbrane effects

are now exhibited in addition to bending effects since

stretching of the plate's niddle surface can no longer be

ignored.

However, the analysis ¡+hich is to follor{ atight be nore

appropriately terned 'internediate' deflection theory,

since the results do have a particular linited donain over

which they are applicable. The Von Karnan équations are

valid for thin plates rcith small rotations and center



deflections of the order of plate thickness hs. AIso,

within thie range, local strains are sufficiently snall

that Hooke's law applies and naterial linearity is assuned.

(Very Iarge plate deflection theory would include Iarge

rotations a6 well as the effects of both geonetric and

øaterial nonlinearity. ) Additional material assumptions

include honogeneity and isotropy and the key assumption

which facilitates the present analysis is the Kirchhoff

hypothesis that a line originally normal to the niddle

eurface of the plate renains perpendicular to it after

deformation and does not change in length. This is valid

for very thin plates where shearing strain is negligible

and the effect of the nornal stress Sz can be ignored.

the new schene to be inplenented requires a, h, E, F¡

and center deflection v¡o as input data. Load P could have

been used alternatively in place of wo, but the present

approach lends itself to calculation of the point Ioad

required to produce a given center deflection. Solution

developnent begins with an assuued lateral displacement

nodel w s¡hich satisfies clanped boundary conditions and

possesses only oDe arbitrary paraueter b. Substitution of

this forn into the 'equivalent' Von Karman equations yields

three li¡ear differential equations of ¡shich two can be

eolved einultaneously to obtain expressions for radial and

Linear deflection theory is valid for center deflections
less than one fifth of plate thickness h.



tangential stress. Application of constitutive equations

and strain-displacenent relations then leads to the

deter¡ninat ion of strains and radial displacements.

Subsequently¡ Bn expression for t,he plate's strain energy

is derived and the central load is defined a6 a function of

center deflectiono naterial properties, plate geometryo and

paraneter b by neans of the principle of virtual work.

FinaIIy, the value of b for any given set of input data is

selected ao as to nininize the residual of the third

'equivalent' Von Karman equation. A functional is chosen to

Eap this residual to a real nunber for each b considered

and the optinal value is deternined Dunerically with a

single variable search. An accurate enpirical fora for b is

found and the expressions for load, Êtress, strain, and

displacement thereby becone known functions of radial

position r.

the evaluation of this solution in Chapter 5 will be

based on accuracy, generality, usefulness, and range of

applicability. In addition, its nerit in characterizing the

plate's behaviour ¡¿i11 be viewed in Iight of the liniting

cases of the present proble¡¡. For increasingly large wo/h

the plate response approaches that of a menbrane while for

very snalI wo/b, deflections are in the linear donain.

Thus, the preÊent results will be compared to the classical

linear theory which is governed. by Lagrange's equation

I
D

5

v6w = (r.3)



subject to the boundary conditions

çdl = $
| "="

(1.4)

(r.5)

rotation at the clanped

smaII defLection solution

dwl = Q

a" l.="

deflection and

The resulting

which enforce zero

edge of the plate.

is given by

and

w(r) = P [2rzInr + az r2]
16 TfD a

úto = Pa2
I67D

Sr=3P
Trh3

= 3P z l(l+¡.r)ln a - pl
17h3 r

z ï(l+p) ln rl (r.B)a
r

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.s)St

where Sr and Sr are, respectively, the radial and

tangential stress. Finally, further insight into the nature

of the present solution can be obtained by considering the

case analyzed here as part of a Eore general set of

problens. Notably, a circular plate is itself the li¡aiting

case of a shallow shell as the shell's radius of curvature

becomes infinitely large.

6



CEAPÎEA 2

Ï,ITBRAT'TIRE SURVBY

Von Karnan t3l derived his famous equations for
geonetrically nonlinear plate behaviour in 1910. Also, as

shor,{n in Figure 2. L, the absence of an exact solut ion f or

large deflections of a point loaded plate is accompanied by

a lack of experi¡nental work in the available literature.

There are, hor+ever, approxi¡nate solutions sshich can be

evaluated in terns of the criteria
(r
(2
(3
(4

usefulness,
generality,
accuracy, and
range of applicability

where hre note that criteria (3) and (4) are closely

related; the range of applicability depends on the naxinun

error which is acceptable.

In 1956, Volnir l,4l obtained an approxinate solution

which has been presented by Tinoshenko t5l and Lukasiewicz

t6] and which is of the sane genre as the present approach

but differs in the displacenent model chosen and the

residual nininization technique used. Here,

displacernent nodel is

the assuned

w = wo (f - rz + 2relnr)
az92a

(2.1)

where Bùo ¡ the center deflection, is the only unknown

constant to be deternined. Thia expreasion for Laterel



tsaeic Governing Bquations

Lagrange
Linear Equations
(r81r)

Assu¡ed-Fors
Solut ions

Volsir
linear nodel
(re56)

Dolovich
nonlinear nodel
( Is86)

Snal I strains,
displacenents
and rotations

Yon Karsan
Equat ions
( relo)

Series
Solut ions

Stippes & Hausrath
load parameter
( 1s52 )

Chien & Yeh
parameter wo /h
(rs54)

Cherepy
load paraneter
(rs6o)

Schsidt
paraneter wo /h
(re68)

Large strains,
displacenents
and rotations

Brodland
Analytical/Nunerical
( rs85 )

S ispl ified
Bquat ions

Basul i
Berger's eqns
(te6r)

Infinitesinal
displacenents
rotat ions

strains,
and

Figure 2.\ Point Loaded Circular Plate Literature



displacenent is of the sane forn as that for the s¡nall

deflection Iinear solution t7l and therefore the approach

taken assunes that the shape of the plate does not change

as deflections increase. The value of wo for any case is

obtained by applying Galerkin's nethod to sininize a

residual forrned fron substituting one of the Von Karnan

equations into the other and rearranging. The inner product

of this expression with the test function given in (2.L) is

subsequently set to zero yielding an algebraic eguation

which can be solved for the center deflection. This nethod

is shown to be equivalent to the application of Ritz's

procedure in order to nininize the total plate strain

energy.

SinpIe explicit expressions are given for the bending

and nembrane stresses while a general load-deflection

relation is produced. However, it should be noted that the

displacernent nodel is based on the erroneous assunption

that the plate does not change shape. In fact, physical

evidence indicates that the point of inflection of a point

loaded plate profile changes position as the center

deflect ion increases . Thus , the Volai r approach offers

linited insight into the nature of the lateral
displacenent function for- the nonlinear case.

In addition to Ritz-Galerkin nethods, a number of
perturbation solutions are available in the Iiterature.
Stress and displacenent are assumed to be repiesentable by

power series of a paraneter such as Ioad or center



deflection and the unknown coefficients are actual Iy

functions which are deternined successively by the solution

of a recursive set of differential equations.

Cherepy t8l as well as Stippes and llausrath t9] used

dinensionless central Ioad F as the perturbation paraneter

but found that the rate of convergence of the series was

poor thus I init ing the pract ical usefulness of the

resulting solution.

fn contrast, Chien and Yeh If0] have found good Êuccess

using central normalized deflection. A conpletely general

solution is derived giving sinple design fornulae for

center and edge stresses, central load, and lateral

displacement. However, expressions for the nenbrane stress

are long and only two terms for each series are derived.

Thus, additional terms would be fairly difficult to obtain

as the algebra becones !¡ore involved with tbe solution of

each successive differential equation.

Schnidt ttll has produced a different perturbation

solution which is reported in Chia lL?l and utilizes power

series in wo /h. Unfortunately, the fornulas he presents for
load, edge stress, and center stress are valid only for
Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3. In addition, the nature of

his results are further obscured by the absence of any

general expressions for stress, load, and displacenent.

Thus, his solution is of linited practical usefulness.

A third approach, adopted by Basuli I f3] in 1961,

involves sinplification of the original nathenatical

t0



problen by using an altered forn of the governing

di fferent iaI equat ions. In his eolut ion, BasuI i uses

equations developed by Berger tf4] and obtains expressions

for lateral deflection and radial displacenent which are

quite general but require evaluation of the nodified BesseI

functions in addition to the deternination of a paraneter

'cc ir by uIeans of an iterative nunerical scheme. Also,

fornulae for stresses are not derived so that the Basuli

solution is less than complete and rather difficult to use.

Most recently, Brodland tll has developed an efficient

nunerical scheme to analyze the Iarge axisynmetric

deformation of thin shells of revolution. His algorithm

allows arbitrarily large strains and rotations and gives

aII desired quantities, but in its published forn, is

applicable only to inconpressible materials; that is,

materials possessing a Poisson's ratio of 0.5. Results

reported for eelected problems including unifornly loaded

plates are extrenely good so that it will be advantageous

to coDsider and conpare infornation provided for the

present case of a point loaded clanped plate.

Finally, it should be noted that eolutions to different
but associated problens are available in the literature.
For exanple, Jahsnan, Fieid and Holnes tf5] have analyzed

point loaded neubraDes while Frakes and Sinnonds tÌ61 have

produced a perturbation solution for sinply supported

plates ¡¿ith a Poisson's ratio of L/g. Also, Saibet and

Tadjbakhsh tfTl have extended Chien and Yeh's erork to

II



include the effects due to the conbined action of uniforn

lateral pressure and a concentrated central load. However,

the greatest attention here wiII be paid to the analysis of

clanped point loaded plates and, consequently, the majority

of the discussion to follow will focus on conparison of the

present solution to the results of Brodland, VoInir,

Schnidt, Basuli, and Chien and Yeh.

L2



CEAPX'BB 3

GOVERHIWG EQU^ATTONS

3. I ^&SSUMPTIOHS

fn this chapter, nathenatical developnent wilI Iead to

a derivation of the Von Karnan equations. The theory

presented here for the large deflection of thin plates is

based on the following assunptions I l, ?] :

f) The plate is very thin; h((a.

2) The transveree deflection w is snall conpared with

outer radius a and does not exceed the order of plate

thickness h.

3) Rotations are snall.

4) The effect of transverse shear is negligible.

5) Nornal stresses in a direction perpendicular to the

plane of the plate are negligible.

6) Fibers nornal to the undefor¡¡ed niddle surface remain

nor¡aal to it after defornation and do not change length

(Kirchhoff ' s hypothesis) .

7) RadiaI etrains are infinitesinal.

8) The aaterial is honogeneous, isotropic, and linearly
elastic.

t3



3.2 STRAIN_DISPLACBMENT RBTATIO$S

As opposed to snall deflection theory where strains

are due to bending effects onIy, in the present case,

radial strain is due to three sources:

1)

2)

3)

Bending,

RadiaI displacenent, and

Finite rotation of the neridian.

In order to examine the

cons ider strains in the

strains eb. = sb¿ = 0.

Let c and d be two

distance dr apart on the

surface.

latter two 'menbrane effects' ,

uiddle surface where bending

points Yrhich are

sane radial line of

initially a

the niddle

middl e surface
before deformati

middle surface
after deformation

- (fffla.

Menbrane D isplacernents

L4

Figure 3. t



As shown in Figure 3.I, u=unr is the radial displacenent

due to stretch and the elope of tbe deforned middle surface

is eNaggerated for clarity. Displacement u is øeasured in

the horizontal direction and the redundant synbolisn ubr=u

is adopted for convenience since the sy¡nbol for radial

displacenent of the middle surface is to be written quite

frequently throughout Chapter 4, Now

where

and

cd

e.r = éd' - c¡! (3.r¡
cd

eEr = the radial strain in the niddle surface

the original distance between points c and

(before defornation) = dr

éd' the distance between points c and

Ioading.

after

Figure 3.2 RadiaI Stretch

I5



So, referring to Figures 3.I and 3.2,

êEr = [1 + 2du + du 2 + dw zJt/ad¡. dr
dr dr dr

dr

= [l + 2du + du 2 + dw 2fr/2 - I
dr dr dr

(3.2)

(3.3)

and this can be expanded using the binonial theoren to

yield

(p
eEr={I C<t/z,u> [2du+du2+dw2]k] 1 (3.4)

k=o dr dr dr

=du+!dw2-L dudw2-I du3+... (3.5)
dr 2d,r 2d,r dr 2dr

=du+ldw2
dr 2 ò,r

(3.6)

since from assunptions (3) and (7), du/dr is infinitesinal

and dw/dr is snall. Note that for the classical Iinearized

theory of elasticity,

€r = du (3.7)
dr

and the additional term f_ dw 2 in Equation (3.6) is due to
2dr

the added stretching caused by øeridian rotation.
The total radial strain er at any point in the plate

is gliven by

er=d(ubr+u"r)+ldwz (3.8)
dr Zdr

16



¡¿here ubr is

bending. Also,

Iine nornal to

perpendicular to

the additional displacenent due to

fron the Kirchhoff hypothesis, a straight

the undeforned niddle surface remains

it after Ioading.

middìe surface
after loading

So for point

as shown in

Figure 3"3 Bending Displacements

p an axial distance z

Figure 3. 3,

fro¡n the niddle surface

tangent to
middl e surface

(3.s)ubr = sin Qr = ?r = dr
z

-dw
dr

c{here rotat ions

Consequently, fron

er=-Z

ubr = -z dw
dr

are assumed

Bquation '(

d2w+du+
drz dr

(3.r0)

as per essunption (3).

(3. r1)

snall

3.9),

ldw2
2. d,r

eþr + €Er

t7

(3. r2)



where ebr

An

obtained

Figure 3.

is the radi

expres s i on

by exanining

4.

aI strain due to bending.

for the transverse strain

the defornation of arc ij

be

in

et

aa

caD

shown

(r+u )d0' r'

but

Figure 3.4 Transverse Strain

e¿ = (r+ur)d0 - rdê
rd0

=gL
r

Ur = ¡b'. * üEr

=-zdrs+u
dr

( 3. 13 )

(3 r4)

(3.r5)

I8

J

( 3. r6)



So the total traneverse etrain is given by

et=-z
r

dw+
dr

u
r

(3.17)

(3.21)

3.3 COhtsTrTUlrVB RBtAlrOÌ{S

In cylindrical coordinates,

t71 can be written as

er=

where ez is the axial normal

respect ively the radial ,

stress. Assuning that S¡

Equations (3.f8) a¡d (3.I9)

to give

Sr=f, (e' + Fet)
t -F"

and St = (¡rer + et)
I -F'

that eubstitution

generalized Hooke's lar¿

FSr FS" ) (3. IB)

strain and Sr, St, and Sz are

tangential, and axial nornal

= Q aa per assumption (5),

can be sinplified and inverted

ez = I(-pS. pS, + Sz)
E

(3.20)

so

(3 .22)

of Bquations (3. fI) and

I9

(3.f7) for



etrain into (3.2f) and (3.22) yields

Sr = E {[du
l-uz dr

I

and

St = f,

+ldwz+Urfl
2d. '; zld2w

drz
dwl )
dr

(3"23)OF
r

zÍl dw + u-;a. 
It -lr" r

{ [u + u du + u dw 2l -
'd" ,ð.

dzwl ) ( 3.24)
d,rz

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27 )

(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

Sr=SDr+Sbr

St =$n¡ *Sbr

where

SEr =

Snt

Sb. =

E ldu
I-P" dr

+Idw
2 d.r

+u
f-r

Il dw +
rdr

21 Pnlr

u dw zl
5d.I -r'"

udu+ldrlg +
r

-Ez Idzw
I-lr" dr2

dwl
dr

and

Sb¿=-Ez
I -F"

3"4 SlRESS BßSULTANÎS

The stress distributions
plate eleuent can be reduced

over the transverse faces

to nonents and forces

u dzwlt ¿.2-

of

per

20



unit circunferential Iength acting at the øiddIe surface.

These ¡noments and forces are called stress resultants.

Specifically, the bending stress resultants are given by

rh/2
Mr=[zSrdz

)_n,,
(3.3r)

f h/2

Mt= I zst d,z

) _n,,

while the nornal stress resultants are

(h/2
Nr= | Sr d,z

)_n,,

f h/2

N¿= I st dz

) _o,,

and the shear force stress resultant is

{h/2
Qr = | Srs dz

) _n,,

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)

(3.35)

wbere Srs is tbe transverse shear stress. Note that the

plate is assuned to carry shear etress but as indicated in

2L



assunption (4) doee not undergo shear etrain as a result.

This apparent inconpatability is hov¡ever reasonable in thin
plates where shear defornations are negligible even though

shear etress resultantÊ are not.

l{r, Nt, Mr and M¿ can be written in terns of radial

and lateral displacements by substituting expressions

(3.23) and (3.24) for stress into Equations (3.3f) through

(3.34) yieldins

Mr - -D [dzw +
dr2

Mt=-[[!dw
rdr

Nr = Eh [du
l-P" dr

dwl - h3 Sbr
dr l2z

u
r

+l
2

[u + u du-; rdr

u d2wlt ¿"2'
h3 Sbt

12z

(3.36)

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

and

dw2¡Uul=bSDr
drr;-

+ t¡ dw 2l = hSEr
2 ð,r

EhNt
r-r,"

Stress resultants ç+ill play an inportant role in both the

conEideration of static plate equilibriun and the

derivation of the governing differential eguations. In

fact, Nr, Nt, and displace¡nent w are the three unknown

functions in the equivalent Von Karman equations to be

obtained in Section 3.6.

22



3"5 ESUTIIBRTIIM tsQuAlIONS

Consider the element in Figure

r is dw/d,r and the slope at r+dr is
3.5 where the

dw + d la*l¿"d' * [-o.l

slope at

s-*(Þ)¿"
âr

dz

..+ ¡þz )ar

sr+(p)az

Figure 3.5 Volusetric Blenent

23



For static equilibriun in the radial direction,

fr' = Q = [srz+òsr" dz)lrdrdo]-[s.z][rdrdo]
òz

+ [sr+òSrdr] [(r+dr)dodz] - [SrJ Irdodz]
òr

[2Stde] [drdz] + Rrdrdêdz
2

(3.40)

where St.dê/Z is the radial conponent of St due to the

geonetry of the elenent and ñ- is the radial body force per

unit volune.

Rearranging and dividing Equation (3.40)

volune rdrdedz yields

elenentby

òs. + sr -st +
òrr

òsrz + B = Q

òz
(3.4r)

(3.42)

while integrating (3.41) with respect to dz from - h/2

h/2 gives

to

ln ^'^,, 

+dNr +
dr

Nr-N¿ + Srz
r

(o'' _I Rdz=o
) _n,,

{n" _
where I naz

J-nlz
the total radial body force per unit area

of niddle eurface

the total radial traction force per

area of niddle surface.

24
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Alternatively,

zd,z fron -h/2

integrating Equation

to h/2 gtives

(3.4f) with respect to

(3.43)

oFr after applying integration by parts to the third term,

dMr + Mr -Mt - Qr
drr

(3.44)

r/t rn/z
dur + Mr-M¿ .l zòsrrdz .l znð,, = e
drrJì;-)

-s-h/ Z ,¿-h/ z

rh/2
where L,o, * zsr c

)_n,,

Also, in the

forces, Equat

h/2

-h/ 2

absence of radial

ions (3.42) and (3

the total applied nonent per

unit area of niddle surface.

surface tractions and body

44) become respectively

and

Final

center to

resultants

dNr +
dr

dMr +
dr

lyr con6ider

r, as ehown

cont ribut ing

N. -Nt =Q

Mr -M¿ = Qr
r

that part of the

in Figure 3.6, and

to axial reaction

(3.45)

(3.46)

plate fron the

only those stress

25



Figure 3" 6 PIate Elenent

For stat ic equi I ibriun, in the axial direction

Zr, = Q = p N' (-dg) (zrf r) + er (2Tr) (3.47 )

-Qr = Nr dw
dr

( 3.48 )

3.6 lEE YON KABMAN BOUAÎIONS

with the exception of Equations (3"47 ) and (3.48),

developnentg have thus far follo¡sed Brodland's derivation

of the Von Karnan equations [I, Chapter 4]. We shall now,

howevero diverge to obtain the equivalent fors ueed by Way

tlSl in his analysis of large deflections due to uniform

loads.

P+
21lr

26



Substitution of Equations (3.36) and (3.37) into
(3.46) Eives an expression for shearing reaction 8r:

8r=-þ[dgw+ld2w-l dw] (3.49)
dr3 r dr2 r? dr

= -[ d t! d (rdw)] (3.50)
drrdr dr

¡*here D ie the flexural rigidity of the plate given by

ßh3/I2(f-p"). Consequently, axial equilibriun can be

expressed by

D d t! d (rdw)l = P + Nr dw (3.51)
dr r dr dr 2Tlr dr

Now, fron the definition of tangential nenbrane strainn

u = t. eDt ( 3.52 )

du=enr+rdeEt(3.53)
dr dr

and substituting into (3.6) gives

eor=so¡*rdeut+ldï2(3.54)--.:-dr 2dr

But, in tight of Equations (3.38) and (3.39), the

conBtitutive relations can be written as

€Er = I (ltr F Nr) (3.55)
Eh

eat = I (-u Nr + Nt) (3.56)
Ehl

27



So, substituting (3.55) and (3.56) into (3.54) gives

-(l+¡r)Nr + (1+¡r)Nt ¡rr dNr + r dNr +Eh dw a = 0 (3.S?)i I ' d. d, Td,

Also, nultiplying Equation (3.45) bV r and rearranging
yields

d(rNr)-N¿=Q (3.58)
dr

Nr = -r dNr + Nt (3.59)
dr

or

E¡o that fro¡n substitution of (3.59) into the first tern of
(3.57) we obtain

r d (ltr + Nt) + Bh dw z = Q (8.60)
dr 2 d.r

Together, Equations (3.5I), (3.58) and (3.60) forn an

equivalent eet of axisymnetric Von Karman equations. That

is,

DdtId(rdw)l= P +Nrdw (3.5I)
dr r dr dr 2Tlr dr

d(rNr)-Nr=Q (3.58)
dr

rd(Nr+Nt)+Ehdw2=Q (3.60)
drzdr

where (3.5I) and (3.58) enforce aNiaI and radial

28



equilibrium respectively and (3.60) is a conpatibility

relation. If Equation (3.58) is rearranged to give N¿

explicitly and is then substituted into (3.60), by defining

a strees potential function 4 such that

Nr = I d-0. (3.6r)
rdr

Nt = d2ó (3.62)
d,rz

and differentiating once with respect to r, we obtain

v60 = -Eh dzw dn (I.2)
r dr2 dr

Sinilarly, Bubstituting (3.61) and (3.62) into (3.5I)
yi el ds

v4w = I [s + I d26 dw + ¡_ dô dzw] (1.1)
Drdr2drrdrdrz

and Equations (f.I) and (I.2) are the forn of governing

equations originally derived by Von Karman t3l.

The problen can be given in di¡nensionless form by

writing (3.5I), (3.58), and (3.60) as

d tI À-(n dw)l = P + SEr dl¿ (3.63)
dR R dR dR 2'TT R dR

L(n 5"r) S', = Q (3.64)
dR

29



d (SEr
dR

+ SEt) + 6(I-¡rz ¡ d!d
dR

2 = 0

F= Pae
Dh

(3.65)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

(3.72)

(3.73)

where

and

W= w/h

R= r/a

(3.6e)

SBt = SErrA2h = NtAz
DD

(3.70)

and tbe associated dinensionless boundary conditions for a

clanped plate are:

wl
ln= r

=Q (3.?r)

3t. = SDra2h
D

= Nr82
D

dWl = ()

ar ln=r

ul 
r=,

=Q

U=E.
h2

30
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CHAPTER 4

A. HBW APPROXIMAÎB SOLUTÏON

4" I DISPIACEMBNT MODBI

the approxinate solution developed in this chapter

begins with an assumed nonl inear forn for transverse

displacenent which possesses only one arbitrary constant b.

Stresses are subsequently derived Éro as to satisfy Von

Karnan equation (1.2) exactly while the value of paraneter

b is selected so as to nininize a residual formed fron the

second Von fiarnan eguation given by ( I. f ) . The

effectiveness of the present approach depends Iargely on

how well the chosen expression for displacenent nodels the

actual plate deflections. Let

Vt = A(Rb - mpa + n)
n

where b, Er, n, and A are arbitrary

zero Iateral displacenent at the edge

(4.r)

constants. Enforcing

of the plate yields

while zero elope

n=EI

at R=l requires that

(4.2)

(4.3)m =b/2

n=b-2
2

and

3l

(4.4 )



That is, the final displacenent øodel is given by

W= (zn¡ bR2+b 2)

l{ote that

!{l
I n=0

={

A
b-2

(4.5)

(4.6)

which is the central nornalized deflection of the plate and

is assumed to be known. Hence, b is the only constant which

must be deternined given values f or a, h, E, l¡, and .4.

AIso, expression (4.5) possesses É¡one very useful

characteristics. Consider

Iin W = {lin zARz [Rb-z-l +
b*2 b*2 b-2 b-2

- b l] + A
2 (b-2)

(4.7)

= 2AR2 { (4.8)llin (Rb-2-1)l
b*2 b-2

-f]+A
2

Using I'Hopital's rule and rearrangiDg,

linW=d(ZRalnR R2+I)
b*2

(4.s)

and this is the claesical linear solution for deflections

of a point loaded clauped pIate. That is, expression (4.5)

approaches the linear solution as b approaches 2. In

addition, the use of only one 'governing' paraneter leads

to a final eolution ¡ohich is easy to apply. (A simple

enpiricaL relation for b will be possible after the nature
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of this variable has been investi6ated.) FinaIly, note that

for the first term in the displacenent model, b is the

exponent of R. This allows the plate's meridian to change

shape wi th increas ing deflect ion. The resul t ing

characterization of nonlinear point loaded plate behaviour

constitutes an improvenent over that provided by VoInir's

linear forn. If we denote by Rc the nornalized radial

position of the plate neridian's point of inflection, then

by setting the second derivative of (4.5) to zero we obtain

(4. r0 )

4.2 DERIVED QUANTITIES

The normalízed functions for u(r), w(r), and their

derivatives nake up the integrand of the energy integral
which is the basis of analysis in the next section. Thus,

an expression for radial displacenent of the niddle surface

u will be derived first.
RecaIl fron equations (3.64) and (3.65) that

Snt=$n¡*RdSDr (4. rr)
dR

and R d ISÞr+SDt ]
dR

+ 6(r-¡z¡ 0d[{2 =
dR

(4. t2)
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Substitution
(4.12) vields

Rz dz S", + 3R
dR2

6o that (¿.

Y = dS"t
dR

f3) becones

of (4.11) and dieplacenent øodel (4.5) into

d3". = -6(1-p2 )A2 (AbzRzt-z
dR (b-z)z

8b2Rb + 4b"R2) (4. r3)

and this is a second-order differential equation which can

be reduced to two first-order differential equations by

Iett ing

¡+here

1o solve this linear

nultiply through by

K(4b2R2Þ-4 SbzRb-2 + 4b")

K= -6(I-u2)42
(b-z)z

fi rs t-order

integrating

differential equation,

factor R3 giving tl9l

dY+
dR

3Y=
R

(4. 14)

(4.15)

(4. r6)

we

d (R3Y) = K(4bzR2b-1 BbzRb+1 + 4b2R3 )
dR

and then integrate both sides with respect to dR to

Y = [ (Zb[zu-g 8b2Rb-r +
b+2

bzR) + Cr
R3

(4.r7)

obtain

(4. r8)

b+-2. FinaIly,

by integration

where Cr is an arbitrary constant and blO,

subetitution of (4. I8) into (4. f4) followed

34



yields

S"r = [

qdhere

blr.
Cz is

3tr can

(bRzu-z - BbRu + b2R2) - Cr + Cz
b-I b+2 2 2R"

(4. re)

a second arbitrary constant and bl-2, b/0, and

be obtained f rom (4. f f ) ¡vhich gives

SEt - K Ib(2b-f)Rzb-2
b-I

+Cr+Cz
2R2

while

gDt =
I2 ( 1-p" )

Bb (b+t lRb + 3b2 R2 l
b+2 2

(4.20)

substituting (4.19) and (4.20 ) into IIooke's law gives

K (flR2Þ-2 fzRb

where

and

e"t = etþ

+ CrR-2 +
24 (L-y)

+ fsR2 )

Cz
r2 ( I+p)

(4 .2r)

(4 .22)

(4 .23)

(4.24)

(4.25)

a2
h2

fr = b(2b-l-u)
b-l-

fs = Þa(3_F)
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Now, if çse define dimensionless radial displacenent U

U=ua.-
h2

(4 .26)

(4.3r)

then

(4 .z'.r )

and

U - 
,,""-ur(frRzu-r 

fzRb+r + faR3)

+ Cr R- I + CzR ( 4.28)
2a(L-y) l2 ( r+¡)

But Í{e know that Ul"=o is finite (and egual to zero).

There fo re

Cr=Q (4 .2s)

and

u = K (frRzu_r f2Rb+1 + fgR3) + CzR (4.30)
r2(I-p2) r2(r+¡)

Âlso, for a clanped pIate,

e"t = U
R

Ul = Q

ln= t

Cz = K (fr-fz+fs) (4.32)
p-1
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and finally

U= K (frRzu-r fzRb+1 + fgp3 frR + fzp
r2 ( r-pa ¡

fsR) (4.33)

Expressions for dinensionless 6tress and strain can

now be written in terrns of the original displacenent nodel.

Substituting (4.29) and (4.32) into (4.19) yields

sEr = l( (bRz¡-z -8bR¡ +
b-l b+2

while fron (4.20),

Str - K Ib(2b-I)R"b-2
b-r

f, _f" +fe J

p-r

R" fr

and equation (4.2L) can now be

eEr = [ [b (-2pb+p+l )Rzb-2
t7(L_vz ) b_r''t

fr -fz +fs )

¡r- t

8b (b+1 ) Ru + 3b2 R2
b+2 2

+

r¿ritten as

+ fgRz fr

bzRz +
2

(4 .34)

(4.35)

(4.36)

Hooke's law in conjunction with (4.34 ) and (4.35) gives

ã"t = K (fr
l2 ( t-¡¡z ¡'t+

R2b-2 - fzRb

fz fs)

Bending stresses and strains are

displacenent øodef (4.5) into

relations

(4 .37 )

obtained by eubstituting
the previously derived

8b l-ub-
+2

fz f.l
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and

where Z=z/h and

replaced with

Consequent 1y,

So r = -24bAZ
b-2

ebr = -2bAZ
b-2

and

sbr = -24bAZ t(b-l+u)pu-z I _ 
Plb-2

Sor = -l2z [dz[{
dR2

S-oa = -l2z

ã0" = -fl dz[{
dR2

ãor. = -z
R

ebr = -zbAZ [Ru-a
b-2

(4. 38 )

+ t¡ dzwl (4.39)
' dRr'

(4.40)

(4 .4r)

(4.42)

t(pu-¡+l)Pu-z-t-pl (4 .43)

t (b-I)pu-a - Il (4 .44)

Ir dw
RdR

dI{
dR

+ u dWl+- 

-rRdR

rl (4.45)

all dinensional quantities have been

their dinens ionless counterpart s .
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4"3 LOAD DBFLEClION RBTATION

Deternination of central load P as ç0e11 as parameter b

requires that the expression for strain energy V be known.

This is given by

' 
{fírr 

lsrer + ls'le'l I dv

S, = 12(e, + ¡rãt)

sr=t2(Fã,+ãt)

so (4.47 ) can be written as

(4 .46)

oFr in dinensionless forn,

I lSr er + I St et ] RdZdRdg (4.47 ).)t

where

V = Vaz (4.48)
Dh2

Also, fron llooke's Iaw,

(4.4s)

(4.50 )

r"(L f t/2
l=61 

I I [õ.2+-etz +2¡ã,et1 Rdzdnde (4.51)
¿o JoJ-t/z

end nondinensionalizing expreÊsions (3.1f) and (3. f7) for
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strain, substituting into (4.5I) and then integrating with

respect to ðZ end de yields

l=[u+v" (4 .52)

where

(4. 53 )

and

rl
{

vD = l?7:Íl tR du 2 + R du d¡f 2 + R dl{ 4 + tJ"
t dR dRdR AdR RJs

+ 2uU dU + uU ¿¡¡ zldR (4.54)rdRIdR

or

V = 17lllar+fuz+Iusl + LZT tfnr*Inz*fos*fnq*fos+Insl (4.55)

where, for b>1 and blZ,

rI
yu = rl tn d"w " + r d¡1 z + zu dt{ dzly]dp

I dnt R dR ' dR dnr-
-/g

.L
IIur-lRdzWzdR
I dR"Js

(''
røz =l rdff 2dR

I RdRJs

(4.56)
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f u s

far

Ine

Ine

In¿

Ins

2u dW dz$ dR
' dR dRt

(4.58)

(4. 5e)

(4.60)

(4.6r)

(4 .62)

(4.63)

RdU2dR
dR

ndudI,{
dR dR

edtf4dR
4dR

U2 dR
R

2dR

2ulJ dU dR
I-

dR

and Ine

4l

(4.64)



l{ote that (4.52) is not the result of auperposition (which

is only valid for Iinear operators). Equation (4,52) takes

this forn because nixed terns õb i õ"J in equation (4.5I)

becone even functions with respect to Z after integration

and subsequently disappear when evaluated fron I = -1/Z to

l/2. Now substituting (4.5) and (4.33) into (4.56) through

(4.64) yields, after integration,

Iu r = 2bA2 (4.65)

Iuz = Zbl.z (4.66)
(b-r)

Ius = Q (4.67)

Inr=A4{[(b-l)z]fra+[-(Zb-tìa+Z(b+l)-l]frfz
4(b-2¡a b 3b (b+2)

+ [3(2b-l)+(-5b+2) ] fr fa + [ (b+2)-2(b+l) ] f2z
(b+I ) 2b (b+2 )

+ [-6(b+I)+2(b+l)+l]fzfe + [t]fs2 ] (4.68)
(b+4) (b+2) 2 2

Iøz = -2beAc{ [(-t3b+Z) + Z + (Zb_f)] fr
(b-Z)c 12b (b+2) 2 (b+1)

+ [(tlb+Zl - 2 - (b+l)] fz
I?b (b+2 ) (b+4 )

+t 3 +(b-2)- 6 + 2 ) fs) (4.69)
2 (b+I ) 4b (b+4 ) (b+2 )

4A{ b3Ins =
3(2b-r) (b+1) (b+4)

42
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In¿ = Ad { t I +(b-Z)lfr2 + [(I-3b)+ 2 ]frfz
4(b-2)4 2(2b-L) 2b 3b (b+2)

+ [ f +(b-2)]fifs + t I - 2 +llfzz
(b+I) 2b 2(b+1) (b+2) 2

+l-2 + 2 -llfzfs+[1]fs2] (4.7I)
( b+4 ) (b+2) 2 6

Ins = Q (4.72)

and

fno=-Zbzlav{t I -(3b+14)+ 2 + I lfr

-

(b-Z)a Z(zb-I) Lzb (b+2) z(b+I)

+[(3b+2)+ I - 2 - I ]fz
12b (b+I) (b+2) (b+4)

+t I -(b+6)- 2 + 2 I fe] (4.73)
2 (b+l ) lzb (b+4 ) (b+2 )

where b)l and bÉ2 to prevent division by zero.

Also, the central load can be deternined by means of

the principle of virtual work. That is,

Fae = dT (4 .7 4)

(4 .7 5)

But for constant a, h, E, and F' conposite function V can

be written as

V = V(4, b(A) ) (4 .7 6)

P=dV
dA
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ao Equation (4.75) becones

F= òv
èA

As shown in Figure 5.1, values resulting fron the next

section reveal that I.3<b<2.O for deflections of the order

of plate thickness h. Within this range, db/dA is srnaIl for

all combinations of a, h, E, and p within the Iinitations

set by our original assunptions and, as suggested by Figure

5.2, dv/òb=0 in the vicinity of the optinal value for b.

Consequently,

d¿u
òb då,

(4.78)

and

(4.7e)

This derivat ive can be perforned nunerical 1y or r

alternatively, can be obtained analytically yielding an

explicit expression for the central Ioad. The analytical

forn will be given at the end of the next section where the

results for paraneter b can be used to create a sinpler

formula for load F.

+þLdb
ðb dA

(4.77 )

òA

F= òv
òe
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4"4, SOLUTIOH YIA RESIDUAL MINIMIZATTON

Recall the equivalent forn of the Von Karnan equations

given by (3.63) to (3.65):

d tl- 4-(n dI{) I = P + SEr dw (4.80)
dR R dR dR aTTR dR

d (nSEr) SDt = Q (4.81)
dR

R4_(5"+5"t) + 6(1-pz)dW z = Q (4.82)
dR'dR

So far, only Equations (4.81) and (4.82) have been used in

the derivation of expressions for displacenent, strain,

stress, and energy. Now (4.80) t¡ilI be incorporated into

the eolution.

Parameter b can be deternined by uinini zíng the

residual X obtained by subtracting the right hand side of

(4.80) fron the left:

x=d[Id(RdI{)]-SErdW- P (4.83)
dR R dR dR dR 21TR

Or, substitutin6 (4.5) and (4.34) into (4.83) and

rearrangiDg,

X = -2KÂb{ t b lR3b-3 - [8Þ_+ b ]Rzu-r + [bz+gU 1Rb+1
b-Z b-I b+2 b-l 2 b+2

+ [f¡.-fz+fg]Ru-t [b2]R3 [fr-fz+fe]R]
¡r-l 2 p-I

+ ZbzARb-3 - F (4.84)
211R
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vchere F=F(U ) is obtained f ron evaluat ing (4. ?9 )

analytically or nu&erically for each value of b.

In order to øininize this residual over [0,I] with

respect to paraneter b, X(R) sust be qapped to a real

nuuber for each b considered. The functional used here is

r(x) = 
Í',-, 

dR (4.85)

where the Lower Iinit of integration € is snall but greater

than zeto. Note that care must be exercised in evaluation

of (4. 85 ) s ince

IinX=@
R*0

(4.86)

If the exact solution W were known and substituted into
(4.80), as R approached zero both sides of the differential

equation ¡vould approach æ at the same rate and the

residual X ¡vould equal zero. With an approxinate forn

however, there is a s¡nall difference between the rates of

approach to æ and this results in the singularity

expressed by Equation (4.86).

For the nininization of F(X), the integration is

perforned nunerically and the optinal value of b is

deternined with a single variable search t?O). This has

been found to yield 6ood results if € is judiciously

selected so that post of the donain is considered and X( € )
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is of the sane order of nagnitude as X evaluated at R>€. Of

course, the question may arise as to whether a better

functional F for residual X could have been chosen. In

fact, however, trials with other functionals have

been perforned and resulting values for b are practically

identical to those reported.

Some generalizations regarding these results are

fol Iows :

as

1) To a first approxinat

input paraneters a,

Figure 5. 1.

depends only

and F. This

^A and not on

apparent fron

b versus

(4.87)
.0

requi rement

on

is

ion, b

E, h,

2)

3)

For A<5. 0, l. 3<b<2.0.

the linit of b aE A approaches zero is two. This

confirns that the present solution approaches the linear

form for small deflections. See Equation (4.9).

4) Linea

gli ve

b=

and

that

Ar and quadratic least squares fits to

the approxinate enpirical fornula

lz.o o.rza o<A<r.o
)\
12.035 0.I7IA + 0.0I1642, 1.0<A<5

tbis satisfies tbe previously nentioned

b>1 and b#2.

5) For load deternination, a sinplified schene for

paraneter b can be used with a subsequent difference of

less than 18 for 0<A<2.00 2% for 2.0<A<4.0, and 5% for
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0

0

rhi
in

b.

209¡2 )43

158¡z ) Ae

226y2 ) ee

+

+

where V is

Substituting

yields

(
l(50.405)A
I

P = < (5r.88r)A
I

I tso.54e)A
(

so that fornu

the original p

4.0<A(5.0:

b=

However,

s ince P.

changes in

Finally,

1.90,

1" 70,

r.50,

s should only

part i cul ar ,

0<A<1.0

I.0<A<2.

2.O<A<5.

(4.88)

be used for Ioad evaluation

appears insensitive to snall

recall fron (4.79) that

F=òv
õA

given by (4.55) and

(4.88) into (4.89)

(4.8e)

(4.65) through (4.73).

with double precision

(L4.789+I6.522p-Ir.

( 14.356+r7.486¡-I1.

(f3.6L2+L6.002¡r-1f.

0<Â<t

l<A<2

2<A<5

(4.s0)

lae Dow exist for all desired quantities and

roblen has been solved.
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4"5 SUMMÅRY OE SOTI]TTOW

The new solution for nonlinear

loaded clanped circular plates can be

w= A lznu bR2+b 2]
b-2

ão r = *Z\AZ
b-2

t (b-I)pu-z - 1l

ebt = -2bAZ Ipu-z r]
b-2

3or = -24bAZ
b-2

Sbt = -24bAZ t(pb-¡+l)Pu-z-l-Fl
b-2

deflection of point

sumnarized thus:

(4. sr )

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

(4. s4 )

(4.s5)

(4.s6)

[f = K [frflzu-r
12 ( r-¡z ¡

-fr R

fzRb+r + fsR3

+ fzR - feRl

ã", =

(4.s7)

rz ( I-pz ¡

49

eEr= K Ib(-2ub+u+l)R"b-2- 8b(-pb-u+1)Rb
Iz(t-F')

+ bz (l-3u)Rz fr

-

2

IfrRzu-z fzRÞ +

b+2

+ fz fgl

fgRz fr + fz

-fg l (4.e8)



F". =

SEt = [

IbRzu-z -
b-1

SbRu +
b+2

(4.es)

(4. r00)

(4.r0r)

(4. r02)

(4.103)

(4. r04)

(4. 105 )

(4. ro6)

lb(2b-l)R2b-2
b-l

* f, _fz +fs J

¡r- 1

b"Rz + f, _fz +fs j
p-l

8b(b+1)Ru + SbzBz
b+2 2

EI

whe

(rro.4o5)A

l,ur. BBr )A
I

Is0.54s)A

re

+ ( I4.789+I6.522F-f1.209¡2 )As

+ ( I4. 356+r7. AB6¡-l t. 158¡2 ) A3

+ ( I3.612+16.002¡r-IL.226¡2 ) A3

0<A<t

I<A<2

2< A<5

fr

K = -$(I-uz)42
(b-z)z

fz= 8b (b-u+l )
---------l-----¡-

b+2

0.2.0

2. 035

12A

0. lTlA + 0.0I16A2,

0<Â(I.0

1.0<^a<5.0

fe = b2(3-u)
--

and

b

thege expressions satisfy the criterion of gienerality and a

discussion of the accuracy, range of applicability, and
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usefulness of this solution still be presented Chapter 5.
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CEAPTER 5

EESTII,TS AND ÐÏSCUSSION

The behaviour of a point loaded circular plate and the

fundanental characteristics of the new solution, in

particular, can be obtained by interpreting Figures 5.I to

5.22. For exanple, Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that residual

rather than energy uiniuization is necessary since plots of

energy versus paraneter b are nearly flat in the regions of

interest and do not indicate one definite nininun. fn

addition, the nature of displacenents, stresses, and load-

deflection relationships is revealed in Figures 5.4 to 5.22

where the present solution is conpared to the results of

Brodland, Volnir, Schnidt, BasuIi, and Chien and Yeh.

UnIess otherwise indicated, aII curves are for D=1000,

h=0. I , and a=10. Aleo, Volnir'e and Schnidt's results are

given for a Poisson's ratio of 0.3 while those of Brodland

and Chien and Yeh are for F=0.S. Unfortunately, Eore than

one value of Poisson's ratio nust be used in these

conparisons since Schnidt'e published results are strictly

valid for only p=0.3, and Brodland's numerical schene is

applicable only to inconpressible aaterials. Note, however,

that Volnir's load-deflection curve for P=0.9 in Figure 5.8

does conpare very well to those for P=0.5 since the

flexural rigidity D ie the aane, and, of the three

dinensionless paranetere describing the present problem,
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Poieson u e ratio has the çveakest inf luence l,zj . The ef fect

of p is mainly seen in the reoaining figures sçhere, in
general, two distinct groups of curves are evident.

Bxanination of the transverse deflection profiles in

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 reveals that as displacenents increase,

the shape of the plate does in fact change and only

Volnir's Iinear ¡nodeI retains its original snall deflection

shape. Also, radial displacenents are given in Figures 5.6

and 5. ? ¡¿here u is noted to change sign over 0<R_( 1. the

nature of geonetric nonlinearity is illustrated by the

load-deflection curves of Figure 5.8 in conjunction ¡¿ith

Figures 5.17 to 5.22 which show that the plate becornes rnore

rigid t¿ith increasing deflection as menbrane effects

supplenent bending effects. FinaIly, tbe trends in Figures

5.9 to 5.16 show that the ¡nenbrane stress as well as the

extrene fiber bending stress is greatest at the center of

the plate and, in fact , al I golut ions except for the

nunerical results of Brodland exhibit a singularity in the

bending stress functions at R=0 where Sbr and Sb¿ approach

infin i ty.

the absolute accuracy of the present approach cannot be

estinated for there is not yet aD exact solution to serve

as a basis for conparison. That is, we can only check for

agreenent with other approxinate solut ions. Of these,

Brodland's resulte should be considered sost careful ly

since his nunerical schene has proven accurate for the

analysis of other thin shell problems and is valid for
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center deftections up to ten tines the Plate's thickness.

In general, Figures 5.4 to 5.22 indicate that the

analytical solutions compare well with Brodland's algorithn

with certain notabl.e exceptions. For example, in Figures

5.19 and 5.20, Chien and Yeh's curves for nenbrane stress

at the edge of the plate diverge badly for F greater than

300 and this type of occurrence is not evident in any other

Chien and Yeh results. A possible eNplanation for this

phenonenon may be proposed by considering the nature of

this perturbation eolution. Only tt^¡o terns of the series

are published and accuracy therefore depends on the rate

and type of convergence. That is, if the series does not

converge unifornly, the truncated expression ¡night be

accurate for only

fi gures .

a portion of the donain as in these

A second instance of relatively poor agreement can be

found in Figures 5.17 and 5.18 where bending stresses at

R=1 differ conc¡iderably for F>fOO. Although it is not

certain which curves are in error, it can be noted that for

the preseDt 'assuned forn' solution, deternination of

bending strees is far less rigorous than the corresPonding

derivation of penbrane stress. In fact, Sbr and Sbt are

obtained sinply by substítuting the displacenent nodet W

directly into the etrain-displacenent relatione which 8re,

in turn, eubstituted into tÞ. coDEtitutive equations.

Consequently, the influence of the Von Karnan'equations is

represented only by the value of constant b and the
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accuracy of the resulting expressions is nuch Bore

tsens it ive to any error in this parameter. AIso, the

validity of assuning the bending stress to be synmetric

about the øiddle surface of the plate comes into question

as transverse deflections become very lar6e. Therefore,

this night lead one to expect that the curves for menbrane

stress are Bore accurate than those for bending.

Additional anonalies can be seen in Figures 5.5, 5.8

and 5.19. fn Figure 5.8, Schnidt's load-deflection relation

is noticeably different from the others for central

nornalízed deflections greater than 3.0, while in Figure

5.19, his curve for radial membrane stress at the edge

deviates for dinensionlees loads F greater than 400. In

Figure 5.5, the transverse deflection profiles generated by

the solutions of Volnir, Basuli and Chien and Yeh are

conEiderably different fron those produced by Dolovich and

Brodland for A=3.0. If ¡*e accept Brodland's results as the

basis for conparison, Figure 5.5 suggests that the new

nonlinear dieplacenent sodel constitutes an inprovenent

over previous expressions for describing the nature of

large plate deflections.

Except for the cases just described, the present

approach a6 well as solutions by Brodland, Volnir, Schnidt,

Chien and Yeh, and Basuli seem to give conparable

quantitative results over a deflection range of up to five
tines plate thickness h. However, Schnidt does not giive

6eneral eNpre6sions for etress and displacenent ç¡hiIe
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Basuli derives displacenent equations qrhich are difficult

to use. As a resultu only Volnir and Chien and Yeh present

analytical forsulas which rival those of the new eolution.

The contribution provided here, is the confirpation of

previously deternined characteristics and the revelation of

unidentified aspects of the plate's behaviour. the latter

accourplishnent is chiefly due to the analysis of our

starting point, displacernent nodel W. For exanple, in

Chapter 4 we renarked that this nodel approaches the

Lagrange lateral displacenent solution for decreasinei wo/h

and, subsequently¡ w€ produced aD expression for R", the

inflection point of the plate:

Rc = (b-l)r/<2-r.) (4. 1o )

We now note that

lin Rc = Q

b*I
(5.r)

and this is of interest since, in generalo wo/h increases

for decreasing b, and as a plate's response approaches that

of a nembrane, its point of inflection should move towards

the center until, in the linit, it is located at R=0. So,

future exanination of possible ra¡nifications of b=1 in the

solution developnent given in Cbapter 4 might shed light on

the behaviour of point toadéd nenbranes.

In additioa, the aforenentioned confiruation of

previously deternined characteristics is not restricted to

the curves given in Figures 5.4 to 5.22. Reexapination of

Bquation (4.f0f) reveals that this sinplified expression
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for the central load ie identical in forn to that produced

by series øethods even though it has been obtained in a

completely different way. SpecificaIIy, for p=0.3, and

0<A<1.0 Schnidt and Chien and Yeh give respectively:

F" = 5O.27 A + 22.96 A3 I.zL As + 0.22 A1 (5.2)

F", = 167A + 22.36 A3 (5.3)

(4.loI),

TA

8A

5A

0.4

r.8

6.5

8ê¡

while fron

(u

I

P = 15

ì,
\

fn each ca

+ 18.74

+ 18. 60

+ I7.4O

0<A< t. 0

r.0<A<2.0

2.O<A(5.0

A3

A3

A3

(5.4)

tbe two first terns take the forn

F = krA + kz/.3

¡chere even powers of A are not included and kr and

constants. Also, the first ter¡n in each expression

or approxinately equal to the corresponding linear

F=1674

On the other hand, for 0<A<I.0 constant kz in
by about 16 percent fron its value in (5.2)

Bowever¡ BB seen in Figure 5.8 a significant

tbe load-deflection curves is not evident

norealized deflections are fairly Iarge.

(5.5)

kz are

is equal

resul t

(5.6)

(5.4) differs
and (5.3).

disparity in

until center

Thus, the new displacenent øodel presented generates
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E¡ome interesting eolution characteristics. Eowever, before

concluding, it sust be nade clear that not aIl properties

of point loaded plates have been herein discussed. There

are certain issues crhich conE¡titute detailed subjects in

thenselves and therefore are only øentioned.

For example, discussion of the various inplications of

a point load can take a direction that requires

reevaluation of the nost basic of assunptions. PhysicaIIy,

there is no such thing as a true point load; that is, a

force acting over an infinitely snall area. Therefore, Hê

nust classify the point load as part of the nathenatical

problen which consists of the Von Karnan equations and

clanped boundary conditions and which serves to nodel the

effect of central loads applied over areas of relatively

snal I radius. Even the nathenatical solut ion must be

regarded ¡*ith caution since, by definition, the stress at

the point of application of load P on the surface is

infinitely large and results should be viewed in light of

St. Venant's principle t7l.
Eowever¡ wê can say that the solution presented is of

practical usefulness and conparea well with expressions for

stress, atrain, load, and deflection obtained by other

@eans. It is very general and the introduction of the

nonlinear displacenent uodel provides new insight into

the large deflection of a point Ioaded circular plate.
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CHAPTßB 6

CONCLUS IOHS

Start ing s{ith Chapter 4 , the

an original contribution to the fi

Specific conclusions regarding the

are given on pages 47 and 48 and i

that

developnent constitutes

eId of solid nechanics.

eolut ion characterist ics

t is generally concluded

used for load

and accuracy

have excel lent

1) A ner^t approxiuate solution to the Von Karnan equations

for a point loaded clanped circular plate has been

obtained using a simple nonlinear displacement nodel.

For a given eet of input data a, h, E, pr and A, the

prediction of all stresses, strains, and displacements

relies on the deternination of a single paraneter b.

A sinple enpirical fornula for b can be used with

results.

good

2)

3)

be

.0

4) A further sinplified scheme for b can

deternination to within t58 at 4.0<A<5

increasee as A decreases.

to5) The new eolution

agreenent with the

has been shoç{n

I i terat ure.

8l



6) Although each advantage offered by the new solution can

be found in one or &ore of the existing analytical

results, not one of the other approaches possesses aII

of the required features. That is, the new eolution is

sinple in form and easy to use

general and conplete

valid for all values of Poisson's ratio

accurate over a large range of deflections

Tbe use of shape parameter b a1lows the fornulation to

predict the linear case as well as the nonlinear cases.

Tbe description of the plate's transverse displacenent

profi Ies for Iarge deflections constitutes a

considerable improvement over those given by other

analytical solutions. Conseguently, the introduction of

the nonlinear displacenent nodel has Provided new

insight into the large deflection of point toaded

circular plates.

7)

8)

a2
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